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Codan buys Canadian company
Codan Limited has announced the acquisition of Daniels
Electronics Limited (Daniels), a leading designer, manufac-
turer and supplier of land mobile radio communications
(LMR) solutions in North America. 

The acquisition, which is scheduled for completion on 17 August
2012, comprises an upfront cash payment of CAD$25 million 
(approx. AUD$24 million) with the possibility of approximately
CAD$2.0 million (A$1.9 million) in additional payments if certain earn-
out targets are achieved over the next 18 months. The funding for the
transaction, also announced today, will be through a mix of debt and
equity. 

The acquisition of Daniels delivers on Codan’s stated strategy of
growing market share and diversifying its radio communications prod-
uct offering. Codan Limited designs, manufactures and markets a di-
versified range of high value added electronic products, with three
key business divisions; radio communications, metal detection and
mining technology. 

“The acquisition of Daniels begins a transition for Codan beyond
solely HF systems to a communications solutions provider. Daniels
provided the opportunity to enter the LMR market with a competitive
and established product line,” Kevin Kane, president and general
manager, Codan Radio Communications Division, said. 

Daniels offers a broad range of land mobile radio communications
used by specialised market segments, such as public safety, which
require high performance and high reliability private communications
networks. 

Key clients include fire services organisations, police, 
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ambulance and other emergency service providers, military, forestry organisations, high-
ways and road contractors and mining and exploration companies. Daniels has an exten-
sive distribution network and a strong public and private client base, predominantly located
in Canada and the United States. 

US export win for Ultra
Electronics Australia 
Ultra Electronics Australia has recently won a
US$2 million export contract to manufacture
personal Counter - Improvised Explosive Devices (C-IED) for the US Department of
Defense. Ultra Electronics Australia is manufacturing the device under license
from the Australian Government. 

The system has been developed with technology from the Defence Science and Tech-
nology Organisation. It is designed to provide a level of protection to individual soldiers
from the constant ongoing threat of road side bombs and other unconventional explosive
weapons that are one of the main causes of casualties among troops. 

The device is also currently in service the Australian Army. Ultra Electronics Australia is
manufacturing the devices in their Adelaide facility with significant support from local SME
component manufacturers, Hendon Semiconductors and Diemould.

Aussie ASMD system proven at RIMPAC
HMAS Perth has completed an advanced air warfare weapons event during a multi-
national firing serial at RIMPAC 2012, when it joined HMAS Darwin in a six-ship for-
mation with Canadian and US ships to conduct a coordinated ‘defence’ of the
group against multiple target drones that flew realistic profiles against the ships.
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Perth fired two ESSM missiles at two of the four targets and employed the Australian-de-
signed Nulka anti-missile systems to decoy another, while the US ships fired the SM2 mis-
sile at the remaining targets.

The Commander of Australia’s RIMPAC Contingent, Commodore Stuart Mayer, said the
firings mark the culmination of more than a year of painstaking planning by the ship and the
Australian Maritime Warfare Centre team. 

“This firing was a keystone event in demonstrating the RAN’s ability to operate with our
closest allies in the most challenging of warfare situations,” Commodore Mayer said. 

“Success and defeat are managed in seconds when it comes to winning the fight at sea.
Perth’s team has been put to a tough test and excelled. I am very proud of what they have
achieved.”

While firings of this complexity take time to analyse, initial reports suggest outstanding 
results which marks another important achievement for Australia’s first upgraded Anzac
Class frigate.

Perth has recently completed the Anti Ship Missile Defence (ASMD) upgrade which in-
cluded the installation of an Australian-designed CEAFAR radar which is a cutting-edge
phased array radar, as well as an upgraded combat system. Perth’s Commanding Officer
Captain Mal Wise said that the firings put the new system to a rigorous test and was one in
which the ship and crew performed to an outstanding standard.

“This was a complex test of the CEAFAR radar and it has proven itself beyond expecta-
tions,” Captain Wise said. “What we accomplished today is a win not only for the RAN but also
for Australia’s defence industry.”

Raytheon delivers 2,000th ESSM
The Evolved Seasparrow Missile (ESSM) is an international co-operative upgrade
of the RIM-7 Seasparrow Missile. ESSM provides self-defence battlespace and fire-
power against high-speed, highly manoeuvrable anti-ship missiles. 

The missile was developed for the US Navy and nine of the other 11 member nations of
the NATO Seasparrow Consortium. 
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ESSM is currently deployed on combatants of Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany,
Netherlands, Norway, Turkey and Spain. Future integration is underway onto the US Navy’s
Ticonderoga-class cruisers, aircraft carriers, future DDG-1000 Zumwalt-class destroyers as
well as the surface combatants of the remaining ESSM team navies and multiple third-party
international navies.

As a tail-controlled missile, ESSM uses recent enhancements to its guidance system to
take advantage of improved seeker sensitivity, increased propulsion and greater weapon ac-
curacy. Combined, these features result in ESSM arriving at the intercept point with more
speed and agility to counter the threat.

“We have delivered ESSMs for a decade and expect continued production past 2017,” Ed
Roesly, Raytheon Missile Systems’ ESSM program director, said.

Thales improves Bushmaster Protection
ADM understands that Thales Australia has continued to improve Bushmaster
PMV strengthening, especially to front and rear compartments while military seat
supplier Stratos Seating says that with the constant threat of roadside IEDs, en-
suring that soldiers are safe within the vehicles they are travelling in is paramount.

“Stratos Seating is doing that exactly with its second generation of attenuated, mine blast
resistant, driver and crew seats,” Stratos defence advisor Gordon Lewis, said. “We devel-
oped the second generation of seating when we saw that improvements could be made on
the first generation (currently fitted to the ‘off the production line’ Australian Bushmasters).”

“When Defence became aware of the second generation seat, we were asked to fast track
testing and production so they could be included in the recent upgrade to Australian Bush-
masters in Afghanistan.”

The Generation 2 seat is an elegant and economical design that can be easily adapted
to a wide range of vehicles. They are ideal for floor mounted applications which require ef-
fective blast mitigation with limited available vertical movement. A Gen-3 seat is now be-
lieved to be under development, providing even better protection.

It is worth noting that with nearly 100 Bushmasters (across all customers) hit by
IEDs/mines in the MEAO, none have resulted in fatalities.
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Tiger ARH flying again
The Australian Army’s fleet of Tiger Armed Reconnaissance Helicopters (ARH)
has returned to regular training activities following the lifting of a temporary sus-
pension which began on 26 June 2012.

The suspension was lifted last week after the Army Operational Airworthiness Authority re-
ceived a detailed assessment and recommendation to resume flying operations from the
Technical Airworthiness Authority. The suspension was put in place as a safety measure fol-
lowing the precautionary landing of an aircraft at the Shoalwater Bay training area on 25
June when fumes were detected in the cockpit.

The investigation determined that the source of the detected fumes was a faulty capaci-
tor in the power supply module in a cockpit Multi Function Display (MFD). The fleet has been
examined and the faulty power supply modules will be returned to the manufacturer, Aus-
tralian Aerospace, for modification.

Strategic contours: The rise of
Asia and Australian strategic policy

This ASPI strategy report by Rod Lyon, is a new assessment
of the rise of Asia and its impact on Australian strategic pol-
icy. It provides an in-depth strategic assessment of a region
where the dominant strategic condition is neither coopera-
tion nor competition, but a strange blend of both - ‘coope-
tition’. 

So far, the Australian public debate about Asia’s rise has been
characterised by the extremes. This report argues that we need to
bring some moderation back to that debate. A PDF version can be downloaded
from www.aspi.org.au

Crying poor? The affordability of
defence expenditure

This ASPI policy analysis paper by Mark Thomson considers fiscal
and economic arguments and concludes that spurious argu-
ments about the ‘affordability’ of defence spending should not be
allowed to skew the long-term plans for Australia’s defence.

A PDF version can be downloaded from www.aspi.org.au
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ADM Online weekly news summary
A summary of the latest news and views in the defence industry, locally and over-
seas. Check out our webpage - www.australiandefence.com.au - for daily news
updates on the ADM home page and make sure you bookmark/RSS this for a reg-
ular visit.

In the news headlines this week: 

• the Defence Materiel Organisation is leading a project to ensure all military and
commercial aircraft will be guided to the landing tarmac in the future by one na-
tional Air Traffic Management (ATM) system shared by military and civilian air traffic
controllers.

• Boeing Defence Australia (BDA) has installed a Helicrew simulator at the Oakey
Army Aviation Training Centre in order to enhance the capabilities of BDA flight in-
structors. 

Other news is that 

• TAE has announced the addition of a new PT6 engine maintenance capability at
Brisbane Airport. 

• Boeing has integrated the forward, centre and aft fuselages and the wing 
assembly of India’s first C-17 Globemaster III during the airlifter’s “major join” cere-
mony.

• Elbit Systems has been awarded a two year contract to supply a Latin American cus-
tomer with a mixed fleet of Hermes 900 and Hermes 450 Unmanned Aircraft Sys-
tems (UAS).

International

Babcock delivers
weapons handling 
system for S-80 
Babcock has delivered the weapons han-
dling equipment for the first of class, new
Spanish S-80 submarine under construc-
tion at Navantia’s Cartagena shipyard,
marking a significant milestone in the
project. The handling equipment is a key
component of the overall Weapons Han-
dling and Launch System (WHLS) which Babcock has designed and is delivering
for these submarines.

Babcock was contracted in 2006 to design and supply the WHLS (including four sets of
weapon handling and launch equipment and a set of weapon embarkation equipment) for the
four planned S-80 diesel/air-independent propulsion electric hybrid submarines, being built
for the Armada Española (Spanish Navy) by Navantia. Babcock is undertaking the design,
development, manufacture and supply of the WHLS to handle and launch the
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torpedoes, missiles and mines carried by the new submarines. This includes the mechani-
cal, electrical, electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic and software systems, as well as definition of
the interfaces with the submarine structure, combat system and weapons.

Key features of Babcock’s WHLS design for the S-80 include a semi-automated weapon
handling and stowage system designed with a modular approach. The role of the weapons
handling component of the system is to embark weapons, stow these safely while at sea
and protect them during a shock event, load weapons into the torpedo tubes, and disembark
weapons or spent items. The Weapons Handling Equipment (WHE) comprises three main as-
semblies: a centreline lift, weapon stowages, and the weapon handling control system.

The centreline lift moves weapons from the outboard embarkation equipment into the
weapons stowage compartment, or between tiers of the stowages, and includes a novel tilt-
ing feature to also allow the lift to accept weapons from the embarkation equipment. The two
weapon stowages (port and starboard) provide isolated storage of weapons and associated
support equipment from shock events, with the facility to move weapons around the stowages
and load them into the tubes. 

They feature a unique semi-automated ‘paired release’ system to aid with mine loading op-
erations. The innovative weapon handling control system provides control to all electrical
and hydraulic systems in the WHE and uses proximity sensor technology, helping to reduce
manning levels.

The first set of weapons handling equipment has been manufactured, commissioned and
tested by Babcock in the UK, and delivered to Navantia.

Luke AFB for RAAF 
F-35 pilot training
US Air Force Secretary Michael Donley has
announced that Luke AFB has been chosen
as the location of the US Air Force’s F-35A
Lightning II pilot training center. The base will
receive 72 aircraft for a total of three fighter
squadrons.

“This is a great day for Luke,” Brig. Gen. JD Harris,
56th Fighter Wing commander, said. “Our selection for F-35 training ensures the long-term
viability of our mission of training the world’s greatest fighter pilots, which we’ve been doing
at Luke for seven decades.”

In addition to training US pilots, Luke will also serve as an F-35A International Partner
Training site.

“The Air Force is committed to training our US and partner nation pilots on this fifth-gen-
eration fighter aircraft,” Gen. Norton Schwartz, Air Force chief of staff, said. 

“Collaborative training on aircraft designed with stealth, manoeuvrability and integrated
avionics will better prepare our combined forces to assume multi-role missions for the future
of tactical aviation.”

Aircraft will begin to arrive at Luke between late 2013 to mid-2014, although exact timing
will depend on production schedules. Construction on base to prepare for the aircraft, how-
ever, is expected to start almost immediately.
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UK MOD boffins
seek C-IED help
UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) scientists
are inviting UK industry and academia to
showcase their innovative ideas for 
detecting improvised explosive devices
(IEDs). 

Experts at the MOD’s Defence Science
and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) are accepting applications to work with them, poten-
tially to take part in a series of IED-detection demonstration days, which will take place be-
tween 3 September 2012 and 31 January 2013.

Dstl is interested in concepts at a very early stage of development, through to those at the
prototype stage. Industry and academia with the most promising and sufficiently developed
submissions will be invited to a Dstl site where the innovations will be tested against a rep-
resentative threat. In particular, the sensing challenges will focus on concealed IEDs, either
worn by a person or hidden in a vehicle, buried by or in the road, or hidden in a wall, box, bag
or other container.

Organisations with a selected submission will work with Dstl and military subject matter
experts to design a scenario suited to the technological maturity of their proposed sensing
solution. Dstl will provide feedback to each applicant, regardless of success. There is the
possibility of funding for the most promising concepts.

“We’re looking for innovative ideas ranging from conceptual studies to pieces of equip-
ment, regardless of technological maturity, which could be used to improve the detection of
concealed IEDs,” Don Hardy, Senior Fellow of the Dstl Security Sciences Department, said. 

Following the demonstration days, technical and military subject matter experts will re-
view the performance of each concept and identify projects which have performed to a level
worthy of further research.

The final deadline for submissions is 31 October 2012, but interested parties are en-
couraged to apply as soon as possible to ensure that consultation over logistics can begin.
Application forms can be found on the Dstl website and should be sent to
demodays@dstl.gov.uk when complete. 

No shortage of 
C-IED efforts in US
Further to British interest in new counter
IED concepts (see above) the US Gov-
ernment Accountability Office (GAO)
has identified 1,340 potential, separate
C-IED initiatives funded from FY2008
through the first quarter of FY2012, 
reporting that some 16,500 IEDs were
detonated or discovered being used

against US forces in Afghanistan in 2011 and, according to the US DOD they will
probably be a mainstay in any present and future conflict given their low cost to
develop coupled with their potential for strategic impact. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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The GAO report says multiple DOD components, including the military services, have
been pursuing C-IED efforts now coordinated by the Joint IED Defeat Organization (JIEDDO)
which, since 2006 has received over US$18 billion in funding. DOD has also funded other
C-IED efforts outside of JIEDDO, including US$40 billion for Mine Resistant Ambush Pro-
tected (MRAP) vehicles.

Survey results showed that multiple C-IED initiatives were concentrated within some areas
of development, resulting in overlap within DOD for these efforts—i.e., programs engaged in
similar activities to achieve similar goals or target similar beneficiaries. For example, our sur-
vey data identified 19 organizations with 107 initiatives being developed to combat cell
phone-triggered IEDs. While the concentration of initiatives in itself does not constitute du-
plication, it is taken together with the high number of different DOD organizations that are un-
dertaking these initiatives and JIEDDO’s inability to identify and compare C-IED initiatives,
demonstrates overlap and the potential for duplication of effort. 

Examples of overlap were also found in the following areas: 

1. IED-related intelligence analysis: two organizations were producing and disseminating
similar IED-related intelligence products to the warfighter,

2. C-IED hardware development: two organizations were developing similar robotics for de-
tecting IEDs from a safe distance, and 

3. IED detection: two organisations had developed C-IED initiatives using chemical sen-
sors that were similar in their technologies and capabilities.

But are IED/mine 
resistant vehicles
worth the cost?
Washington-based InsideDefense.com
reports this week that one of the most
unshakable Pentagon acquisition narra-
tives to emerge from the past decade of
war in Iraq and Afghanistan holds that
Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehi-

cles saved lives and were well worth their US$40 billion investment.

Introduced into the Iraq war in 2006 to better protect soldiers from improvised explosive
devices and have proliferated ever since with the blessing of the Defense Department. But
a controversial academic paper surfaced last week challenging the DOD’s touted MRAP ef-
forts, claiming the government was making safety claims based on “faulty information.” 

They said MRAPs did not lower casualties and were not worth the cost. The paper, which
was obtained by Inside the Army, was swiftly dismissed by the military as ‘uninformed’.

Due to the classified nature of the MRAP program, an objective analysis of whether the
vehicles really save lives in theatre is difficult to come by. But economists Chris Rohlfs, an
assistant professor at Syracuse University, and Ryan Sullivan, an assistant professor at the
Naval Postgraduate School, obtained DOD security clearance so they could examine the
issue — InsideDefense
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P-8 study contracts
go to Boeing team
Engineering study contracts for Incre-
ment 3 of the P-8A Poseidon aircraft have
been awarded to four contractors already
involved in the P-8 program, in a move
that has drawn criticism from industry
who feel the program’s promise to open

up competition for work on the aircraft hasn’t occurred.

InsideDefense.com reports that Naval Air Systems Command put out a broad agency an-
nouncement on 19 December for an engineering study on the P-8A Increment 3 reference
architecture, inviting industry to submit proposals so NAVAIR can obtain “industry’s innova-
tive and insightful recommendations for an architecture approach, including changes to the
government-defined P-8A Increment 3 reference architecture and the identification of pro-
jected cost, schedule and technical performance and risks associated with its development
and implementation into the P-8A.”

However, despite fielding proposals from 12 companies, NAVAIR recently selected four
companies that already work on the P-8A: Boeing, the prime contractor; Lockheed Martin,
which builds the acoustics suite; Raytheon, which builds the radar; and Rockwell Collins,
which performs work on the autopilot and flight management system, according to the
sources, who said the decision made them question whether it was a good use of time for
those outside of Boeing’s team to submit proposals in the first place — InsideDefense

Cargo UGV technology from Oshkosh
Unmanned tactical wheeled vehicles that have the potential to serve as a force
multiplier and reduce soldiers’ exposure to lethal attacks continue to come closer
to reality. The US Marine Corps Warfighting Lab (MCWL) and Oshkosh Defense, 
recently conducted the Marines’ first-ever training of multiple unmanned ground
vehicles (UGV) in a single convoy using the Oshkosh TerraMax UGV technology. 

The Marines then evaluated the UGVs to determine how they can be utilised to support
real-world “dull, dirty and dangerous” missions. 

Marines with combat experience were trained on the Oshkosh UGV technology in August
2011 and also assessed it in a series of tests in challenging terrain and environments. Fol-
lowing that successful evaluation, Oshkosh delivered a second TerraMax-equipped MTVR
earlier this year, and in June the government evaluated two Oshkosh UGVs operating in con-
cert with a manned command-and-control vehicle. One operator supervised the operation of
two unmanned MTVRs in convoy operations.
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Vehicles operated successfully in complete blackout mode during night operations with
no degradation in performance. Vehicles navigated a wide range of terrain, including deep
sand trails, clay roads with encroaching vegetation, two-track trails overgrown with grass and
narrow creek crossings, and adjusted speeds to maintain proper intra-vehicle spacing

The Oshkosh TerraMax UGV technology is designed as a scalable kit. It can be integrated
on new-production vehicles, including those built by other manufacturers, or retrofitted on
existing vehicle fleets. Vehicles using the TerraMax technology can retain original payload and
performance capabilities, and they can run planned missions in full autonomous mode or by
“shadowing” a leader vehicle.

Tomahawk mods for offensive ASuW need 
The US Navy (USN) and Raytheon Missile Systems are advancing plans to develop
a maritime interdiction modification package for the Tomahawk Block IV cruise
missile to meet an urgent USN requirement for a so-called Interim Offensive Anti-
Surface Warfare (OASuW) missile.

Known as Multi-Mission Tomahawk (MMT), the projected near-term anti-ship weapon will
be created by adding a new moving target seeker and upgraded datalink to the existing Block
IV system baseline, creating a semi-autonomous weapon capable of detection, discrimina-
tion and terminal guidance to a moving maritime target. — JDW

DARPA seeks improved airborne EW 
capability
DARPA has announced its Adaptive Radar Countermeasures (ARC) program
which seeks to develop EW capability to counter hostile adaptive radar systems
based on their over-the-air signals. 

Current airborne EW systems are proficient at identifying analogue radar systems that
operate on fixed frequencies. Once they identify a hostile radar system, EW aircraft can apply
a pre-programmed countermeasure technique. Yet the job of identifying modern digitally pro-
grammable radar variants using agile waveforms is becoming more difficult. The ARC pro-
gram aims to enable systems to generate effective countermeasures automatically against
new, unknown, or ambiguous radar signals in near real-time. The program will develop new
processing techniques and algorithms that characterize enemy radar systems, jam them
electronically, and assess the effectiveness of the applied countermeasures.

Submarine maintenance for GD EB
The US Navy has awarded General Dynamics Electric Boat a US$6.9 million con-
tract modification to plan maintenance and modernization work on the Los An-
geles-class submarines USS Hartford (SSN-768) and USS Toledo (SSN-769).
Electric Boat is a wholly owned subsidiary of General Dynamics.

Under the terms of the contract modification, Electric Boat will perform advanced plan-
ning and material procurement to prepare for and complete Dry-Docking Selected Restricted
Availabilities (DSRAs) on the two submarines. The planning and execution of the two DSRAs
has a combined potential value of US$75 million. The DSRAs are scheduled for completion
by January 2013. The work will take place at Electric Boat’s Groton shipyard.
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Forthcoming Events: 
ADM’s Defence Workforce Participation Summit
27 – 28 September 2012, Hyatt Hotel, Canberra
ADM’s annual Defence Skilling Summit is an important event examining the issues of
training and maintaining a skilled workforce for Australia’s defence industry. It’s an event
not to be missed!
Further Information: ADM Events - Jamie Burrage, Ph: 02 9080 4321; 
Email: jamie.burrage@informa.com.au Web: www.admevents.com.au

UAV Challenge
1-3 October 2012, Kingaroy, Qld
The UAV Challenge - Outback Rescue has been developed to promote UAV’s significance
to Australia. The UAV Challenge is a joint initiative between the Queensland 
Government, the Australian Research Centre for Aerospace Automation (ARCAA, a part-
nership between QUT and CSIRO) , Aviation Development Australia Limited and AUVS-
Australia - a prime example of government, industry and research organisations working
together.
Further Information: www.uavoutbackchallenge.com.au

New Zealand Defence Industry Association Forum
16-17 October 2012, Wellington New Zealand
At the forum you can join with other defence industry companies from New Zealand and
overseas, and with key members of the New Zealand Defence Force and Ministry of 
Defence to gain greater understanding of the defence procurement processes and hear
about future defence procurement plans.
Further Information: Sue Peck Email: sue@spconferences.co.nz  www.nzdia.co.nz

Land Warfare Conference 2012
29 October – 2 November 2012, Melbourne Convention and Exhibition 
Centre, Melbourne
The Land Warfare Conference is a major event for users, providers, academics, designers
and manufacturers to meet, present, share and exchange new and visionary ideas on
Land Systems. Academics, commercial organisations, defence research institutions, and
military are encouraged to attend and/or offer papers in the field of Land Warfare and 
related disciplines. An Exhibitor Booth Registration Form and Floor Plan are now available
online. 
Further Information: Land Warfare Conference Admin Support Office, 
Phone:  08 7389 5455; Fax: 08 7389 5196; Email: lwcc@dsto.defence.gov.au 
Web: http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/lwc2012/

MilCIS 2012
6 – 8 November 2012, National Convention Centre, Canberra
MilCIS is an annual conference aimed at attendees from military and government organi-
sations, academia, and defence industry, who contribute to key decisions in investments in
communications and information systems. In addition to keynote presentations, technical
presentations, panel discussions and tutorials, MilCIS features an exposition that provides
an opportunity for exhibitors to demonstrate new technologies and promote their products
and services to attendees. MilCIS is the only Australian conference focussing directly on
the crucial technologies, products, systems and services associated with military commu-
nications and information systems.
Further Information: Consec – Conference Management, Phone: 02 6251 0675; Fax: 02

6251 0672; Email: milcis2012@consec.com.au; Web: http://www.milcis.com.au/
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6th Submarine Institute of Australia (SIA) Biennial Conference 2012
14-15 November 2012, The Shine Dome, Canberra
2012 will be a pivotal year for decisions concerning submarines.  With the recent an-
nouncement of $214m in funding for the Future Submarine Program and a significant
boost in Sustainment funding for the Collins class, the SIA is grasping the opportunity to
present powerful arguments to contribute to the development of the 2013 Defence White
Paper against the most challenging budgetary circumstances for Defence since
1938.  Delegates to the 6th Biennial Conference will hear from a range of influential speak-
ers from Government, overseas and both the Public and Private sectors as they discuss
the pivotal considerations for Australia’s submarine capability.
Further Information: �Mr David Nicholls (Executive Manager), 
Email execmgr@submarineinstitute.com Phone: +61 413 133 391�Fax:  +61 2 6260 5416

ADM’s Social Media in the Defence Environment
5-6 December 2012, Hotel Realm, Canberra
Inaugural event! More details soon.
Further Information: ADM Events - Jamie Burrage, Ph: 02 9080 4321; 
Email: jamie.burrage@informa.com.au Web: www.admevents.com.au

ADM2013: 10th Annual ADM Defence/Industry Congress
12 – 13 February 2013, Hyatt Hotel, Canberra
The annual ADM Congress has evolved into a pivotal event in the Defence calendar, at-
tracting senior officials from all areas of the Defence Force and Defence Industry.
It is a critical forum for any organisation operating within the defence business sector.
Also do not miss the ADM Awards Dinner. The dinner is the perfect opportunity for you to
continue networking with colleagues and new contacts made at the Congress.
More details to be released closer to the date
Further Information: ADM Events - Jamie Burrage, Ph: 02 9080 4321; 
Email: Jamie.burrage@informa.com.au Web: www.admevents.com.au 

Avalon 2013: Australian International Airshow and Aerospace & 
Defence Exposition
26 February - 03 March 2013, Avalon Airport, Geelong
The Australian International Airshow and Aerospace & Defence Exposition is the essential
aviation, aerospace and defence event for the Asia Pacific.
Industry-only trade sessions will be held Tuesday to Thursday (all day) and Friday will be
both a trade and public day. The exposition will open each day from 9am until 5pm. Associ-
ated industry and technology conferences, seminars and symposia will be held at Avalon
and in Melbourne and Geelong during show week.
Further Information: Aerospace Maritime Defence Association Ph 03 5282 0500; Email:
airshow@amda.com.au; Web: http://www.airshow.net.au
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